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Ok, I wanted to love this. I didn't even get to far and realized I had to return this. I tried the experience first, really wanted to
feel like I was on the titanic and get a feeling for what they must have felt. As I'm listening to the captain tell his first mate to try
and contact a ship I noticed the graphics were not the best and somewhat blurry, I could fix this I thought. I turned around to
look out at the woman and children on the escape ships I noticed vertical lines everywhere. It felt like I was looking at a messed
up monitor. I thought maybe something wonky was up with my computer so I restarted and tried again, still there. Looked for
mention of it from someone else before I wrote this review as I don't want to steer anyone in the wrong direction if it is my
computer. Found others mentioning this. Sadly have to return it, wanted to love it. Maybe they'll fix it down the road and I can
pick it up.. a-spifdoksdflvsdfsdfsdfdsfsdfsdsdfs. The game itself is fine - a turn-based game with a boardgame feel. But there's
NO way to save your progress, and the auto-save doesn't work. In short, you have to start over from scratch each time you load
the game. The vague assurances that a fix is forthcoming aren't helpful. It's been almost a year since the last update, and the
game is still broken.

NOT RECOMMENDED.

ADDENDUM: Nearly 2.5 years since I first posted this review. No fix yet, and no further word from the developers.
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sanoro to work should not have to refer to manuls please fix
. This was one of my go-to casual puzzle games back when it first came out, and it remains a casual favorite that I go back to
now and again.. third person shooter game with stylish flat design graphics, lots of weapons, powerups, enemies, big bosses.
game has a greatly thought over story where currency is an energy, this story, however, does not influence a gameplay - which is
simple - just shoot and avoid enemies :)
Great time killer game for occasional playing for a cheap price. I recommend. Well....I've never thought I would come to this
point of giving such a high negative review. HUGE WARNING! PLEASE READ BEFORE BUYING!
Let me first start by saying "DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! IT WILL NOT WORK!" Seriously, I tried for GOD KNOWS HOW
LONG to get this game to work! I've spent my whole day trying relentlessly following what other forums had said to try and
make the game work. But to no prevail nothing has worked. I have never in my life had such misfortune in buying a video game.
I've played this game many years ago and I enjoyed it. I'm so very extremely♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off that this game was a good
heaping $20. Which mind you, is overly priced for this type of game. It's beyond shameful, ridiculous, irritating, and most
importantly ♥♥♥♥ing pathetic! That a company would upload something so broken and unstable. I mean, did they even
♥♥♥♥ing test the piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥at all!? Probably not, because as most can already see in the discussions tab many people
(from years ago I might add.) Have complained about this. Now some people may have found a solution, but I can promise you
that the amount of time it takes to actually make the game work, should not be a thing. I've tried everything, however it is
possible to get the gameplay itself to work, but the cutscenes won't. It's a shame that I paid $20 for a broken mess, and to think I
REALLY wanted to play a cute little adventure game again. So for those who read this whole thing, don't you ♥♥♥♥ing dare
trust Strategy First! They're are a scam trying to make a quick buck. Trust me! I made the mistake of not heading the warnings
of other reviewers.
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This soundtrack gives out so much atmosphere and is simply a pleasure to listen to. A very nice compilation of all the songs
from the game with added endings to them. I would recommend this if you wish to support the developers and if you really like
the OST.. Prositives:
-The main menu was a puzzle & not some tedious task such as killing zombies.
-The side of the board game took little to no time extra to complete & was not intrusive.
-In my opinion the most impressive pictures so far of the series.
-Your options save & don't reset every time you load up the game like in previous titles.
-You get to play a puzzle with zero mess & effort.

Negatives:
-There was no button installed that let me deliver a pizza to my house, like in WOW.
-When I yelled "That's one small step for a man" into the mic the game did not respond with "One giant leap for mankind"
-Life is short & death is inevitable.

Hope you enjoyed the review & have a nice day!. i cannot beleive it, but i've played it until the end though i don't know how
many levels i've played - there are a lot of them and this shows how sticky and addictive this awesome game is!
. Preface:
I accidentally ended up on this game's page while searching for something else. I believe it was a misclick after an error in
typing. There were a lot of mistakes involved that allowed me to find this game.

When the video autoplayed on the landing page, I was intrigued by the way the game looks. Mind you, while the game looks
very simple, that's what I liked about it. At a price point of $2, you can't ask for much.

At first glance this game looked like a walking simulator with combat sort of... jammed into it. But it reminded me of a simpler
time when everyone was using dial-up connections to American Online using Compaq computers and pc games looked pretty
much like this but in much less fps. When I was younger, if I saw this, I'd be dying to play it because at the time, I didn't have
my own computer. I would only get such chances at school or at a friends house.

The game's appearance took me back, is what I'm trying to say... And while it looked incredibly simple, I had to buy it and play
it.

Review:
I have just beaten the game. For $2 of gameplay I enjoyed the game for 2 hours.
The game's graphics look preset, as if the developer didn't actually design any of the assets. However the environments look
great for what they are. Everything goes together, nothing really looks out of place with the exception of one enemy I
encountered in the sewers.

You play as a dude with a weapon of your choice going through dungeons that look almost randomly generated to find keys
surrounded by hazards you have to avoid that unlock a boss room while dodging enemies and attacking them.

-All the enemies have the advantage if you attack them head on. However, all the enemies have the same weakness,
sidestepping. It's like they were only programmed to attack where you were when the attack began. So all you have to do to beat
the enemy is bait out the attack, sidestep, and return fire. In other words, the A.I is stupid, but for 2 bucks, whatever, I like that.

-Most of the hazards surrounding the keys boil down to you just jumping over them. One of them is a timed hazard and it
doesn't require you to jump at all. Jumping sucks, the animation is too short and it feels wimpy, but it's challenging if the idea is
you have to time it exactly right. As far as I can tell, jumping has no practical use in combat.

-You have a good selection of weapons you can purchase with gold you find in chests but they all have relatively short range;
Mind you though, with the sidestep strategy, you won't be getting attacked unless you mess up your rhythm or you get attacked
by more than one enemy at a time. Later on at a high price, you can purchase ranged arrow weapons.

-There's not much to look at in the environments. Everything repeats so it's nice that the developer included an exact map of
where you have been and where you have yet to go. This is much appreciated, otherwise, one could get lost immediately.
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-Opening chests and picking up keys is weird because you can only do so by being dead in front of the object and pressing X,
which is directly under your WASD keys. It's a little uncomfortable.

-Once you get points invested mostly into Strength and Agility, you can effectively kill most enemies in 2 hits, but you'll have to
watch your attack speed, every time you attack quickly, you attack slower, so give a rhythm to your swings and stabs. I really
like that there's a bit of strategy involved, even though there's very little of it. Luckily, sidestepping kills everything.

-You will like this game if you want something VERY simple to play with VERY little strategy involved.
-You won't like this game if you don't bother with random games on steam from developers you never heard of that sell their
Windows 98 looking games for $2.

I Love it. I'd love to see the concept improved on a larger scale. I knew nothing about it before, I got here by accident, but I like
what I found.

I don't think I can fairly grade this game on a normal scale. It implies holding this game to a AAA standard.
That's not what this is. Let's say I give it an american C-. It's not the best, but it's charming.. It's indie, it's difficult, it's rewarding
when you actually win, it's everything I want in a game developed by a Russian where the word "treasures" is misspelt.. I use to
really like PlayClaw but now it will not run correctly, it just constantly crashes. When it does work, for all of one minute the
videos are recorded in such low frame that the video basically just jumps around. I have sent the developer multiple emails with
the files that they requested and have not even had a real response from them at all on what the problem is or how to fix it. I
even uninstalled PlayClaw and reinstalled it multiple times and nothing works. Good job guys/girls your product WAS good now
it just sucks. Of course Steam doesn't want to refund it since i bought this a long time ago, when PlayClaw was good, so now I'm
stuck with a $39.99 useless software. Updates are supposed to make your product better not worse. Do not buy this since the
developers do not even care to resolve/fix their own product.. 4 is still my favorite but this game might be better over time

\u6642\u304c\u6765\u305f\u306e\u3067\u3001\u79c1\u3082. There just isn't much to the game. The tutorial doesn't tell you
half of what you need to know, and the campaigns are bascially non existant. If you want it for a purely multiplayer game, then I
guess it's woth playing, but probably not worth the price.. A great series of short introductions of elite Esport players.. DERU is
a very well-done coop game. It has just the right amount of technical challenge on top of the puzzles, and it feels like you
actually have to cooperate with each other. The art style is extremely well executed and has a ton of little polishing touches that
make it very satisfying to play.

Sometimes it did feel like we were stumbling into a solution instead of figuring it out and then executing it. There are also a few
levels that are purely aesthetic in purpose, but it's not obvious right away. The game is also quite short. However, these issues
didn't really impede my ability to enjoy the game.
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